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Module #1 80/20 Targeting
“There are riches in niches”

List all the niches (buying sub groups) within your market

Niche Comments and sub-niches

1 Residential: 
House alterations

New Zealand being a young country built by pioneer settlers, many 
homes were originally built small and simple. With the time the 
owners were (still are) adding-on in all directions, horizontally and 
vertically, resulting in  genuine patchworks. In demand is to transfer 
existing into a new role. 

Renovation within the extent of existing houses, 
by interfering to the built structure,  amending and improving floor 
plans/ liveable space.  

Building extensions to existing houses,
by interfering to the existing structure,  amending and improving 
floor plans, incorporate/ connect to existing lower/upper floors. 
Create one new entity, make ‘one new-look-house’ out of a 
patchwork. 

Additions of new storeys to existing houses.
Further explanations as for above.

2 Residential: 
New buildings

Contemporary modern architecture. 

Not just light constructions (timber constructions here in NZ) but 
also 

solid constructions (concrete blocks,  in situ, German bricks).

3 Residential: 
Small and smart

Low budget, low land consumption houses for small households 
(singles, young couples - or families, and elderly couples). 

The growth of the metropolis of Auckland is exploding: there aren’t 
enough houses (and building sites) for all the population concentrated
in that area. The result is an ever increasing cost for houses that many
can’t afford, especially not young couples and young families. The 
New Zealander is traditionally a house owner, he wants to own his 
own house.  That’s why and where the demand for small and smart 
houses is born.
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Take your highest value niches and evaluate

Niche #1  ‘ALTERATIONS’ 
1. Niche name Alterations of existing houses, transfer those 

into a new role  (renovations, extensions, 
additions).

Vacation homes, second homes for wealthy  
Aucklanders and overseas people who possibly 
look forward to retirement.

Alterations for wealthy people wanting a refuge 
from city life for relaxation and recreation. 
People who want to reinvent and relocate their 
lifestyle.

Focused geographically to Northland, 
specifically to the Bay of Islands.

2. Specific PROBLEM What is it?
Relief from city stresses

To define goals to achieve, and both husband 
and wife can agree to.

Find the right region, the right place, mainly 
driven by extraordinary assets of nature 
(climate, landscape, coasts,  beaches, sea views), 
but without neglecting the necessary 
infrastructure.

Building rules / feasibility (understanding 
possibilities).

Finding the right architect.

3. Motivated - urgent solution 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10

4. Already spending to solve 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10

5. Economically reachable 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10
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6. You have an advantage What is it?
Since my arrival in NZ in 2000 my main stream 
commissions were located in that domain / 
niche.

My practice has acquainted an excellent 
knowledge/experience and reputation in that 
domain.

I am a specialist in this domain. I have 
experienced this myself. I live in a place which is
ideal for this purpose.

We lead and coordinate a team of experienced 
professionals as necessary to complete a client’s 
project from A to Z (to completion, including 
the Code Compliance Certificate of the 
Territorial Authorities).

I speak 4 languages (F, I, G and E), a big 
advantage for overseas clientele.

For approval of my projects I exactly know the 
requirements of the District Plan of the Far 
North District Council. And I know their 
relevant people.

7. Lack of perceived options 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10

8. Good to deal with 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10

Summary 38
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Niche #2  ‘NEW BUILDINGS’
1. Niche name Holiday houses, beach houses, second homes for

New Zealander / mainly Aucklanders and 
overseas people.

Focused geographically to Northland, 
specifically to the Bay of Islands.

2. Specific PROBLEM What is it?
Relief from city stresses

To define goals to achieve, and both husband 
and wife can agree to.

Find the right region, the right place, mainly 
driven by extraordinary assets of nature 
(climate, landscape, coasts,  beaches, sea views), 
but without neglecting the necessary 
infrastructure.

Building rules / feasibility (understanding 
possibilities).

Finding the right architect.

Clients want a unique design solution tailored to
their needs, wishes and their vision / dreams, to 
fulfil their dreams.

3. Motivated - urgent solution 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10

4. Already spending to solve 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10

5. Economically reachable 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10

6. You have an advantage What is it?
My architectural background, experience  and 
education (Mediterranean architecture, 
Tuscany, Italy and Lebanon)

Big experience not only in lightweight 
constructions (timber, steel) but also in solid 
constructions (concrete, German brick 
masonry).

I am a specialist in this domain (award winning 
projects for dwellings and retirement homes).

I speak 4 languages (F, I, G and E), a big 
advantage for overseas clientele.

We lead and coordinate a team of experienced 
professionals as necessary to complete a client’s 
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project from A to Z (to completion, including 
the Code Compliance Certificate of the 
Territorial Authorities).

For approval of my projects I exactly know the 
requirements of the District Plan of the Far 
North District Council. And I know their 
relevant people.

7. Lack of perceived options 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10

8. Good to deal with 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10

Summary 30
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Niche #3  ‘SMALL AND SMART’
1. Niche name Build small and smart houses. Actually in big 

trend and move towards ‘small & smart’.

For young people: Localized to the suburb areas
of the ever spreading Auckland metropolis.

For elderly: retirement villages / small house 
units, focused to Northland, specifically from 
Whangarei up North.

2. Specific PROBLEM

for elderly people

for young people

What is it?

emotional: leaving the ‘past’ behind, friends, 
their home, their garden, ev. their pets, 
neighbourhood, church, medical facilities, 
‘social network’.

If both partners are working:
- location:  not too far from their workplace, 
sports activities, entertainment (cinema, 
theatre)
- house big enough for a studio

If only ONE partner is working:
- location: vicinity to a kindergarten, Primary 
School, public children playground/play area
- house big enough for a nursery

3. Motivated - urgent solution 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10

4. Already spending to solve 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10

5. Economically reachable 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10
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6. You have an advantage What is
I am very experienced in designing s&s houses, 
but I am not experienced in prefabrication 
design (type Kronoply).

For approval of my projects I exactly know the 
requirements of the District Plan of the Far 
North District Council. And I know their 
relevant people.

However I don’t know the people of the 
Auckland Building Consent authorities, although
I have built a house there effortlessly.

7. Lack of perceived options 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10

8. Good to deal with 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10

Summary 22

What is the RIGHT niche(s) to target? 

Niche #1  ‘ALTERATIONS’ 

What is the WRONG niche(s) to target? 

Niche #3  ‘SMALL AND SMART’
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